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DIGEST

Protester is not tentitled to award of ithe costs of filing
and pursuing 'its protest 'where the agencyltook corrective
action approx'imately:2 weeks after the issuance ofithe
General 2Accounting Office's decision ,with respect to Federal
Supply Schedule requoteiprocedures which provided the first
interpretation establishing the necessity for the corrective
action taken by the agency.

DECISION

Alban Eng'ine)Power ,Systems requeststthat(our¼(Office declare
the firm entitled to recover ithe ,reasonable costs of filing
and jpursuing its 1protest .with respect ito request for
quotations ((RFQ) Mo, ID!TFA-02-94-O-(O1i?90Q issued by the
Federal Aviation IAdmin'istration ((FAA) for eng'inetgenerator
sets,. Alban filled 4 a 1protest February 14, -14992, challenging
t~he ;award madel under kthe ;RFQ to DMT(Corporatlion and arguing
that the requote procedures used in the context of the
Federal :Supply Schedule ((ESS) program violate the
Competition in Contracting Act of 1984 i(CICA), 41 'US.C.
§ 253 ((1988)..

On March i6, tthe ;FAA terminated Its contract twith iDMT and
determined that it ,woulid 1 procure the kengine generator :sets
ithrough a means4other'tthan therequote procedures.. The FAA
ibased its action on our decisiorninlKomatsu Dresser(Co.,
'B-!246121, ;Feb. 19,, 1992, 71 Comp., kGen. _ '92-1'CPD ¶ 202,
in which we found that the FSS.!requote procedures Edo not
satisfy CICA's requirement for full and open competition.
We subsequently dismissed Alban's protest as academic.



On March 30, the protester filed a claim with our Office
under section 21,G6,(e) of our revised Bid Protest
Regulations, 56 Fed, Reg. 3759 (1991) (to be codified at
4 C,F.,R, § 21,6.(e)j), for the costs of filing and pursuing
its protest, Pursuant to the revised regulations, if the
contracting agency decides to take corrective action in
response to a protest, we may declare the protester to be
entitled to recover reasonable costs of filing and pursuing
its protest, including attorneys' fees,

Prior to this revision of our regulations, we did not award
costs in cases ,where an agency took corrective action prior
to our issuing a decision on the merits of the protest,, We
became concerned, however, that some agencies were taking
longer than necessary to initiate corrective action in the
face of meritorious protests, thereby causing protesters to
expend unnecessary time and resources to make further use of
the protest process in crder to obtain relief., We believed
that providing for the award of costs in cases where the
agencies delayed taking corrective action would-encourage
agencies "to recognize and respond to meritorious protests
early in the protest process." 55 Fed, Reg. 12834, 12836
(1990)

As initially :proposec, section .21.,,6((e) would Ihave provided
for the .award of costs in (cases where the agency notified us
of a decision ito 'take (corrective action after -the tdue 4date
for submission of ithe agency report (on ithe protest,, 55 Fed.
Reg.. 12838,, .:As adopted, :section 21..i6((e) provides for the
possible award (of costs .without regard ito ithe report (due
.date., MWestated in the explanatory smaterial accompanying
the jpromulgation of ithe finall regulatIons that deciding
whether tto caward (costs 'was 'more appropriately based on the
circumstances (of .each case, including .when in the )protest
process the (decision ito take corrective actIon ;was imade and
communicated ;to ius and ito the protester, rather than on 'the
report ~due date,. We :noted inithis respect ithat there may be
*circumstances where the 'award of costs,, even where
corrective action was taken after submission of the report,
'would inot 'be justified, just as there could 'be circumstances
'where the award of costs would ;be appropriate even where
-corrective action -was taken prior to report submission. See
'56 Fed. Reg. 3759.et sea.

It %was tthus (ot our intention in adopting the revised
provision -to -award yprotest (costs in ievery case 'in ,which an
agency takes (corrective action in response ito 1a )protest,,
.Since our concern ,was that some (agencies ,were inot taking
corrective action in a reasonably prompt fashion., our intent
is to award costs where, ibased on the circumstances of the
case, awe find that the agency unduly delayed taking
corrective action in the face of a clearly meritorious
protest. Here, the protest issue--the noncompliance of the
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requote procedures with CICA1s competition requirements--was
an unsettled area of the law that our Office first addressed
in the Komatsu decision. Approximately 2 weeks after the
date of issuance of that decision, which established that
tt.e requote procedures in the FSS program were inconsistent
with CICA, the FAA took the appropriate corrective action by
terminating the contract at issue in this case, Such action
is precisely the kind of prompt reaction that our regulation
is designed to encourage., It provides no basis for a
determination that the payment of protest costs is
warranted, See KlME Enters., Inc.--Request for Declaration
of Entitlement to Costs, B-241996.5, Dec, 9, 1991, 91-2 CPD
S 523, Accordingly, Alban's request for a declaration of
entitlement to costs is denied,

James F. Hinchma
General Counsel
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